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Figure 1.1: Timeline of accelerator and experiment operations over the decade 2021 to 2031. The periods
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Physics case [LHCC-2018-027]

•

It is widely recognised in the particle physics community that the complementary approaches
Support
from the 2020 European Strategy
of the energy and intensity frontier must both be utilised in the search for physics beyond the

}

Approved
periods are shown with gaps where the detector consolidation and upgrades discussed
in this document
occur. The running period of Belle II, the other major international flavour-physics facility, is also shown.

Standard Model. The European Strategy for Particle Physics in 2013 emphasised the need for
flavour physics as a key element of the programme. The LHCb experiment has demonstrated
emphatically that the LHC is an ideal laboratory for quark-flavour physics.
The LHCb Upgrade II programme [1] aims to make full use of the capabilities of a forward
•
acceptance detector during the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) operational period. Foremost
in the physics programme, are the possibilities of the experiment in its core areas of CP violation
•
and rare decays in flavour physics. Two chapters of the document are also dedicated to its
capabilities in forward and high-pT physics and in spectroscopy. Opportunities in other areas of
physics are described in an appendix.
•
The timeline of operations and major shutdowns of the LHC, HL-LHC, LHCb and Belle II
are illustrated in Fig. 1.1. The LHCb Upgrade I is currently under construction and will start
•
data taking in 2021 after LHC Long Shutdown 2 (LS2). LHCb Upgrade II will be installed
during LS4, with operations beginning in LHC Run 5 which is scheduled to start in 2031. This
•
Upgrade II experiment will operate at instantaneous luminosities of up to 2 ⇥ 1034 cm 2 s 1 , an
order of magnitude above Upgrade I. LHCb will accumulate a data sample corresponding to
a minimum of 300 fb 1 . New attributes, installed in LS3 and LS4, will enhance the detector’s
capabilities to a wider range of physics signatures.
F. Blanc, FCC Workshop,Consolidation
12/11/2020 of the LHCb Upgrade I detector is required during LS3. Preparatory work for

2021: Framework TDR
2021–2024: R&D

∼2024: Technical Design Reports

∼2025–2030: (R&D+) production
∼2032: start of LHC Run5
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The LHCb upgraded detector (Run3)
•

LHCb is a single-arm forward spectrometer at the LHC (2 < η < 5)

•

Fully instrumented in the forward region
- excellent vertex resolution
- tracking stations before and after 4Tm dipole magnet
- particle identification with two ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors, calorimeters
and muon detectors

•

Full software trigger

tracking

- readout at 40MHz
•

ℒ = 2 ⨉ 1033 cm–2 s–1

y
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algorithms. In particular, this study focuses on the potential to reconstruct

with reconstructed
in VELO, UT and SciFi) and downstream tracks (tr
Tracking
inhitsLHCb

constructed hits UT and SciFi), since these types of tracks are exploited by

•

Trajectory of charged particles
reconstructed by matching track stubs
LHCb measurements.
Themagnet
other three types of tracks which are reconstructed are the VELO t
up- and down-stream of the

•

Track bending in horizontal (xz) plane

•

The upstream tracker (UT) consists of 1 station, and the downstream
tracker (SciFi) consists of 3 stations

VELO only), Downstream tracks (hits in UT and SciFi) and T tracks (hits in
All the diﬀerent types of tracks are sketched in Figure 5.

- each station has 2 vertical (X)
and 2 stereo (UV) detection planes
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Momentum resolution dominated
by multiple scattering

•
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Figure 5: Reconstructed track types
for
LHCb upgrade tracking sys
requirement driven by occupancy
considerations
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SciFi Tracker (Run3)
•

SciFi Tracker:
- 3 stations of 4 detection
planes (XUVX), over 6m⨉5m
acceptance area
- each detection plane made of
6 layers of 2.5m-long
densely-packed 250 μm-diameter
fibre arrays
- mirror on one end (red line, y=0),
readout at top the other end with
multichannel Silicon Photomultipliers (SiPM)

•

SciFi Tracker design requirements
- operate over integrated luminosity of 50fb–1
- hit detection eﬃciency ≈99%
- resolution <100μm (along x, bending plane)
- readout at 40MHz

F. Blanc, FCC Workshop, 12/11/2020
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SciFi Tracker (Run3)
•

Scintillating fibres
- Kuraray SCSF-78MJ, ⌀=250μm, 10’000km
- attenuation length ≈3.5m

•

Table 3.5: This table describes the dose and signal seen near the beam-pipe: given the
dose seen in the fibre, the expected relative signal loss near the beam-pipe is shown ov
peak doses along with the fraction of the signal lost due to irradiation, the fracti
dose expected and the fraction of the total loss of signal relative to 35 kGy, the max
expected after 50 fb 1 of data collection.

SiPM
- Hamamatsu, custom made
- 4096 arrays ⨉ 128 channels
524k readout channels

Max. Dose (kGy)

frac. of signal lost

frac. of final dose

frac. of total lo

1
8.75
17.5
26.25
35
70

0.031
0.11
0.16
0.22
0.27 ± 0.03
0.43 ± 0.17

0.03
0.25
0.5
0.75
1
2

0.12
0.41
0.61
0.81
1
1.6

the damage can be quite significant at lower doses, especially when spread ov
area. A more detailed examination of the dose distribution around the beam-pi
implications on signal loss are also needed. Additional simulations and irradiati
lower doses will be conducted in 2014.
No mirror, non-irradiated

- 35kGy near beam pipe
40% light reduction in central region
- 6⨉1011 neq/cm2 (SiPM, |y|=2.5m)
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•
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0.48 ± 0.25
0.54 ± 0.29

Tracking
at High-Lumi LHC (from
T (Upgrade
II)
± 0.37fibre radiation damage in inner region
• ∫ℒ = 300fb–1 1.35
significant
1.48 ± 0.42
• ℒinst = 1.5⨉1034 cm–2 s–1
1.44 ± 0.41
very high occupancy
(up to 20%/fibre/event)
± 0.48
SciFi must 1.65
be replaced
near beam pipe to maintain
1.60 ±
0.45 performance
the same (or better)
tracking
1.81 ±
• Solution: instrument
the0.52
inner region with a pixel

Run5)

detector, while keeping scintillating fibres in
the outer region
Figure 2: Hit density in units of hits per cm2 per event for Upgrade Ib (left) and Upgrade II

(right) luminosities in the first layer of the first station. Zoomed central region plots are presented
in the bottom row.

SciFi

Figure 5: Integrated occupancy for Upgrade Ib (left) and Upgrade II (right) luminosities in the
2
first layer of the first station. Zoomed Inner
central region
plots are+
presented
the bottom row.
+ Middle
SciFi in
Tracker

=
Mighty Tracker

-

For the silicon-based MT and IT, uniform 2-D binning scheme is chosen within the
Silicon40 pixels
41
42

between
and Middle under
regionsconsideration.
because
area covered by the MT or IT (Distinguish
based on the
size ofInner
the pixel/strip
is exploring
install
part for Run4)
Occupancy values in units ofLHCb
hits per
bin area the
peroption
event to
have
beenInner
calculated.
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Inner + Middle Tracker geometry
Inner Tracker (LS3)
Middle Tracker (LS4)

20cm

20cm
~54 cm (one Sci-Fi module)

20 cm

IT
Area per layer = 6 lots of 20x54 cm = 0.7 m2 (minus beam hole)
Total Area = 6 layers of 0.7 m2 = 3.9 m2 (minus beam hole)
IT+MT
Area per layer = 28 lots of 20x54 cm = 3.0 m2 (minus beam hole)
3.0 m2 = 18.1 m2 (minus beam hole)
Total Area = 6 layers of 0.7
F. Blanc, FCC Workshop, 12/11/2020
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Sensor for the Inner + Middle Tracker
•

High-Voltage Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors (HV-MAPS) → MightyPix
- based on existing MuPix & ATLASPix designs [arXiv:2002.07253]

•

Specifications (preliminary):
- monolithic 2cm ⨉ 2cm sensor
- thickness = 200μm (ATLASPix3)
- 100μm ⨉ 300μm pixels (x-y)
- time resolution
- zero-suppression

8ns
bandwidth depends on occupancy

- power consumption ≈150mW/cm2
→ consumption after irradiation to be studied
•

First prototype was designed
and produced

F. Blanc, FCC Workshop, 12/11/2020
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HV-MAPS sensor: prototype testing
•

First tests in beam
at DESY in October 2020

MightyPix prototypes

- studies of noise, time
resolution, etc.
- analysis in progress…

DESY test beam, Oct. 2020
Telescope with MuPix10
F. Blanc, FCC Workshop, 12/11/2020
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Sensor integration (preliminary)
•

Integrate 20mm⨉20mm
HV-MAPS
sensors
Preliminary
CAD Model
V0.4:in double-sided panels of
540mm ⨉ 200mm
20⨉20mm2 sensor
DAQ
LpGBT
DAQ
LpGBT
DAQ
LpGBT

•

Cont
LpGBT

Cooling
- considering mono-phase cooling
- final design will depend on power
consumption and operating temperature

F. Blanc, FCC Workshop, 12/11/2020
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• optical x-talk
• gain and therefore bias current and self heating
• recovery time (dead time) and after-pulsing
• DCR for irradiated devices
Goal 2: Improve sensitivity (PDE)
• use micro-lenses to focus light in the center of the
pixel avoiding dead and low-field region

Scintillating fibre tracker for Run5
•

Ongoing R&D for scintillating fibre tracker technology
- main goal is to mitigate radiation damage

•

Improve SiPM performance
- reduce active area in each pixel
lower noise and cross-talk, reduced
after-pulsing, lower DCR, shorter recovery time
- recover light by introducing micro-lenses
expect +20% light yield

•

Reduce number of fibre layers per detection plane
- smaller clusters

less channel occupancy

- lower material budget
•

Reduce SiPM noise with cryogenic cooling (–150ºC)
- bring light into insulated SiPM vessel via a flexible clear-fibre interface
- noise reduction by as much as 103 over Run3 conditions

F. Blanc, FCC Workshop, 12/11/2020
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Mighty Tracker geometry optimisation
•

Optimise HV-MAPS pixel size (100x300mm2? 50x150mm2? …)

tral region
with the about
silicon
detector,
while
- considerations
capacitance,
power
consumption, cluster size,
in the tworeadout
innermost
modules, the maximum
bandwidth
ficantly
reduced. maximum
The construction
of scintillating
the full fibres for acceptable radiation
• Determine
length of the
mum SciFi
occupancy
but also
to flatten
the
damage
and occupancy
(3%/fibre
in Run3)
Figure 8: Occupancy per fibre per event averaged over forty fibres in the first layer of the first
define
Inner+Middle
tracker geometry
mum value
to the
average.
station with IT Geometry I (left) and IT Geometry II (right).
Example configurations

Material budget:
- Occupancy in LHCb is dominated by secondaries
need toTracker.
minimise
Figure 9: Sketch of possible designs for the Middle
Thematerial
top left budget
figure is MT Geometry
I, bottom left is MT Geometry II, top right
is MT
Geometry
III and
bottom
left is MT
Geometry
- SciFi
tracker
uniform
over
acceptance
(X/X
0<1%)
IV. Each station is composed of individual modules. The white square in the middle represents
beam
hole region.
inthethe
first
layer of the first- Inner+Middle tracker non-uniform over

ged over forty fibres
acceptance (mostly due to services)
r Upgrade
Ib (left) and addition of IT plus MT
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6

•

Layer 2 2.26 ± 0.11
1.48 ± 0.42
Layer 3 2.25 ± 0.10
1.44 ± 0.41
Conclusions
Layer 4 2.52
± 0.11
1.65 ± 0.48
Layer 5 2.36 ± 0.11
1.60 ± 0.45
Tracking at LHCb in HL-LHC will be possible by using combination of
Layer 6 2.72 ± 0.12
1.81 ± 0.52

SciFi and HV-CMOS technologies
allows to cover a large area (12⨉30m2), while maintaining excellent
performance in high-occupancy regions
•

R&D at early stages

•

Preparation for

SciFi

- LHCb Framework TDR in 2021
- Mighty Tracker TDR in ∼2024
- Installation in ∼2031

Silicon pixels

Figure 12: LHCb
Schematic
representation
of the tracking
station
with
themay
addition
of IT (lef
upgrade
II, using HV-CMOS
technology
on large
scale,
be
plus MTopportunity
(right). for synergies with FCC R&D
LHCb welcomes new collaborators from any experiment as “Technical

Associates”
to work
detector R&D
not and
on LHCb
Figure
13 shows
the on
occupancy
in (but
the IT
the physics)
MT for…Upgrade II lum
taking either the pixel or the strip design (see Fig. 21, Fig. 22 of the Appendix A)
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